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Article #1: Wisconsin health care best in the nation
By: Staff | News8000 | August 22, 2017
MADISON, Wis. (WKBT) - For the second time in a month, Wisconsin health care receives top honors,
according to a release from the Wisconsin Hospital Association, Inc.
###
Article #2: Wisconsin healthcare system ranked best in the country
By: Troy Neumann | News8000 | August 23, 2017
LA CROSSE, Wis. (WKBT) - Wisconsin's healthcare system is ranked as the best in the country. The
announcement comes from a study released by the federal Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Tuesday.
###
Federal Report Ranks Wisconsin No. 1 In Health Care Quality
By: Shamane Mills | WPR | August 22, 2017
A federal agency tracking the quality of health care in doctor’s offices, hospitals and nursing homes says
Wisconsin is doing better than all 50 states, followed closely by Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
Listen here: http://www.wpr.org/listen/1150141
###
Wisconsin has best health care quality in the nation, federal agency says
By: David Wahlberg | Wisconsin State Journal | August 22, 2017
Wisconsin has the best health care quality in the country, based on a ranking of 130 measures by the
federal Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the Wisconsin Hospital Association said Tuesday.
###
Wisconsin not just Top 10 again, but No. 1 in health care
By: Drew Kelly | WIZM 1410 | August 22, 2017
State hasn't been off Top 10 since report started in 2007. When it comes to overall health care,
Wisconsin is No. 1.
###

Federal Agency Ranks Wisconsin Tops for Healthcare quality
By: Wisconsin Health News | August 22, 2017
Wisconsin ranked top in the nation in overall healthcare quality, according to rankings released by the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.
The state ranked third last year. This year, Wisconsin narrowly beat Massachusetts on the agency's
meter score for all measures.
Wisconsin ranked high on overall performance but still has some work to when it comes to healthcare
equity, according to the Wisconsin Hospital Association.
"We know as we improve quality, we reduce healthcare costs and patient outcomes are better," WHA
CEO Eric Borgerding said in a Tuesday statement. "That helps ensure that Wisconsin will continue to be
known for high-quality, high-value care, which is an economic development asset in every part of the
state."
###
Wisconsin health care best in the nation | Column
By: Cathie Kocourek | Herald Times Reporter | August 25, 2017
Wisconsin is No. 1 when it comes to health care quality in the country. That’s the finding of the most
recent report published by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, a division within the
Department of Health and Human Services, whose self-described mission is to “produce evidence to
make health care safer, of higher quality, more accessible, equitable and affordable.”
###
Report Ranks Wisconsin No. 1 In Health Care Quality
By: Staff | Door County Pulse | August 25, 2017
A federal agency tracking the quality of health care in doctor’s offices, hospitals and nursing homes says
Wisconsin is doing better than all 50 states, followed closely by Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
###

